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How can we obtain in a natural way the primitive recursive functions in categories? In this 
paper, we study the free ‘Cartesian closed category with a natural numbers object (in the sense of 
the Peano-Lawvere axiom)’ generated by the empty category. In this category, every morphism 
1dN represents a natural number and every morphism N-N represents a function. Further- 
more, the set of functions represented by the morphisms of this category contains strictly the set 
of primitive recursive functions and is strictly contained in the set of recursive functions. Then, 
we see that this category is a categorical version of Grzegorczyk’s recursive functionals of finite 
type, with the addition of product types. 
0. Introduction 
The logical concept of primitive recursive function was introduced by Godel [4] in 
1931. Some years later, on Herbrand’s suggestion, Giidel [5] generalized this notion 
to the concept of recursive function. This new concept is meaningful since, accord- 
ing to Church’s thesis, it is the mathematical formulation of the intuitive notion of 
calculable function. Indeed, many other formulations of this notion, those of 
Church [I], Kleene [8], Turing [16] and Markov among others, are equivalent o the 
concept of recursive function. The set of recursive functions of the set of A- 
definable functions appears also in combinatory logic as developped by 
Schdnfinkel, Curry and Rosser. Combinatory logic as first formulated gave rise to 
paradoxes. Curry [2] remedied this by using the notion of types. The idea of types 
appeared also in Godel[6] with the notion of computable functions of type tk for the 
purpose of a consistancy proof of number theory. It is used again by Kleene [lo] and 
Grzegorczyk [7] to generalize the concept of primitive recursiveness with, respec- 
tively, their notion of recursive functionals and recursive objects of finite types. 
With the development of category theory, mathematicians became interested in 
relations between logical concepts and categorical ones. Using Eilenberg and Kelly’s 
concept of Cartesian closed category, Lambek (1 l] demonstrated that we can con- 
struct free Cartesian closed categories by using intuitionist positive propositional 
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logic presented as a deductive system. Lambek also presented combinatory logic 
with types as what he called an ontology. He showed that every ontology generates a
Cartesian closed category and conversely. Afterwards, he [12] demonstrated the 
categorical version of the fundamental theorem of the combinatory logic, i.e. the 
functional completeness of Cartesian categories. 
In this context, how can we obtain in a natural way primitive recursive functions 
in categories? 
In his work, Lambek hints that this can be achieved using Cartesian closed cate- 
gories. On the other hand, Peter’s work [ 141 on the reduction of the definition of the 
set of primitive recursive functions suggests that a Cartesian closed category having a 
natural numbers object in the sense of the Peano-Lawvere axiom [13] contains 
every primitive recursive function. Having a natural numbers object in a Cartesian 
closed category is equivalent o having a particular family of morphisms. 
First, we study the Cartesian closed categories having such a family of morphisms, 
called pre-recursive. In 6, the free pre-recursive category generated by the empty cate- 
gory, every morphism T-N, where T is the terminal object, represents a natural 
number and, then, every morphism N-rN represents a function. Furthermore, the 
set of functions represented by morphisms of 6 contains strictly the set of primitive 
recursive functions and is strictly contained in the set of recursive functions. We 
obtained the set of primitive recursive functions but we have got more. What is this 
new set of functions naturally defined in categories? In the last part of this paper, 
we will see that $ is a categorical version of Grzegorczyk’s set of recursive func- 
tionals in finite type, with the addition of product types. The details of the lengthy 
proofs of theorems of the first part of this paper can be found in Thibault [15]. 
1. Pre-recursive categories 
First, we remember the definition of Cartesian closed category in an equational 
form given in Lambek [l 11. 
Definition 1.1. A cartesian closed category is a IO-tuple (~8, T, A, >,O, p, q, e, ( >, *) 
where 
(i) d is a category, 
(ii) T is an object of d, 
(iii) A and > are two binary operations on the set of objects of s’, 
(iv) O,p,q, and e are families of morphisms of z!, namely 
{O(A):A-+T IA E l&l), {p(A,B):A/\B+A jA,BE IdI), 
{q(A,B):A/lB+B IA,BE I-CPI}, {e(A,B):AA(A>B)+B IA,Bs IdI}, 
(v) d is closed under two rules of inference 
0 
a:CdA P:C+B h:Cr\A+B 
(~,~):C-+AAB ’ * h*:C+A>B 
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such that the following equations are satisfied: 
(vi) f=O(A), Yf:A+TEd, 
(vii) p(a,P)=a, and q(a,p)=& Ya:C+AEd, Y~:C-+BE&, 
(viii) (pf,qfqf)= f, Vf :C-+AABE~, 
(ix) e(q,h*p)=h, V~:CAA+BE~, 
(x) (e(q, fp))* = f, b’f : C +A 3 B E d. 
(We omit indices when they are not necessary for comprehension throughout this 
paper.) 
In such a category, having a natural numbers object in the sense of the Peano- 
Lawvere axiom [13] is equivalent to the existence of a particular family of 
morphisms. 
Lemma 1.2. In a Cartesian closed category d with an object N and two morphisms 
0 : T -, N, a : N * N, the two folio wing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) d is closed under a rule of inference 
a: T-+A f :A-*A 
g:N-+A 
satisfying the two equations gB = a and ga = fg. 
(b) d has a family of morphisms {R(A):N+(A>A)>(A>A))AE~~~} such 
that 
0) WA)B=Hq(TGA >A),A)I*l*, 
(ii) R(A)a = [[((A)] *] *R(A), where 
~(A):(((A>A)>(A~A))A(A~A))AA-*A 
is e(e(q, e(q, p)p), qp), i.e. &A) satisfies the equation 
&lX<a, f >, a> = e(e(a,e(f, a>>, f >, 
Va:T+(A>A)>(AIA), f :T-rA>A, a:T-+AEd. 
Proof. (a) = (b). Consider [[q(TA(A>A),A)J*]*:T-‘(A>A)>(A>A) and 
[[<(A)]*]*=(A>A)>(A>A)d(A>A)>(A>A). The rule of inference of (a) gives 
a morphism R(A): N+(A >A)> (A >A) satisfying the two equations of (b). 
(b)*(a). For every a: T+A and f :A-+A in d, the following tree gives a 
morphism g: N-+A such that gt9=a and ga= fg: 
TAAAA 
f 
A-A N+A>A)>(A>A) 
T/\A-*A NA(AIA)-A3A 
a 
T-A T+A>A (NA(A~A))AA-+A 
T-AA(AIA) (A~A)AA*N>A 
T+N>A 
N+A 
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A pre-recursive category is a Cartesian closed category with a natural numbers 
object in the sense of the Peano-Lawvere axiom, in which we omit unicity. 
Definition 1.3. A pre-recursive category is a 5-tuple (S&N, 8, o, R) where 
(i) .d is a Cartesian closed category, 
(ii) N is an object of =Y’, 
(iii) 8: Td N and 0: N-tN are two morphisms of d where T is the terminal 
object of =d, 
(iv) R is a family of morphisms {R(A):N+(A>A)>(A>A)IAfzldI) of d 
satisfying the conditions of (b) in Lemma 1.2. 
Examples. Ens, the category of sets, and more generally any topos with a natural 
numbers object are two pre-recursive categories. 
Definition 1.4. Cartesian closed functors are functors which preserve the structure 
of Definition 1.1 exactly. 
Definition 1.5. Let (& Nd, 19~, o ~, R,) and (94 N+,, 8.#, crd, R,) be two pre-recursive 
categories. A Cartesian closed functor F: d+ D is precursive if F(N,,) =Nj, 
F(8,) = BJ, F(q,) = o,, and F&(A)) = R,(F(A)), VA E I&[. 
Definition 1.6. Let d be a pre-recursive category. A function f :JV~-+,V’ is repre- 
sentable in d if there exists a morphism f :Nk-+N of d such that 
$(-.wle, o~*e),0038), . ..) = d@l.-u~)e, V(al, . . . ,ak) E ,k k. 
Theorem 1.7. Let d be apre-recursive category. Every primitive recursive function 
is representable in d. 
Proof. We check only if the function recursion (g, h): ~b n+ * +A can be represented 
in d when the functions g : JV” +JV and h : JV” + 2 -, A’ are represented by g and fi. 
The morphism illustrated by the second tree represents this function, the first tree 
illustrating a morphism used in the second one. In these two trees, A is Nn>N2. 
N”r\A~N= N=AN N%AzN” N”r\A’.N= 
N”/\A-N Nb.N N”AAYN”+= 
K N”+=-N 
N”r\A-N N”r\A + N 
N”AA-+N= 
A*N”>N= 
TzA>A 
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N”-T 
e 
T-N 
N”+N 
g 
N”-N N+A >A)>(A >A) 
N” +N2 NA(A >A)-t(A >A) 
TAA>A T+A (NA(A >A))AA +A 
T+(A >A)AA (A >A)AA -‘N>A 
T+N>A 
N+N” >N2 
Nfl+l -+NZ Q N2-N 
N”+’ -PN 
Remark. We can find other morphisms representing f following Freyd’s ideas [3] 
or using the morphism G(A) which we will obtain in Corollary 4.3. 
2. Recursiveness of representable functions in 3 
Can we say more about the set of representable functions in a pre-recursive 
category? In 3, the free pre-recursive category generated by the empty category, 
every representable function is recursive. First, we prove the existence of free pre- 
recursive categories. 
Theorem 2.1. Let d be a small category. There exists a free pre-recursive category 
d generated by &. 
Proof. We give the definition of the category d and the functor q(-d) : .d 4-2, using 
some techniques developed by Lambek [ll]. The notation is not standard but it will 
allow us to prove the primitive recursiveness of the relation V in the next theorem. 
I. Let 9(d), be the following deductive system: 
(A) The primitive symbols are 
(B) The terms of 9(.2) are defined inductively: 
(1) every object of d is a term of G(d), 
(2) T and N are terms of 9(d) (T and N$ /.dl), 
(3) if A and B are terms of Q(_yl), then so are (A)/\(B) and (A)>(B), 
(4) nothing else is a term. 
(C) the proofs of 5(d) are defined inductively: 
(1) the following expressions are proofs: 
(i) AIA, (ii) AOT, 
(iii) TBN, (iv) NON, 
(v) (A)W)PA, (vi) (A)@)@, 
(vii) (A)A((A) 3 (@)eB, (viii) NR((A) 3 (A)) 3 ((A) 3 (A)), 
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where A and B are terms of U(J), 
(2) if f : X-+ Y is a morphism of d, Xfr is a proof, 
(3) if AQB and B@ are proofs, so is AQB~C, 
(4) if AQB and A9C are proofs, so is A(AQB,A~C)(B)A(C), 
(5) if (A)A(B)QC is a proof, so is A((A)A(B)QC)*(B)~(C), 
(6) nothing else is a proof. 
(D) If g is a proof, g has the form AfB where A and B are terms of I/‘(..d). Then A 
is called the domain of g and B the codomain of g. 
II. We define the category d and the functor v(.z/):d+z& 
(A) The objects of d are the terms of 9(.-J). 
(B) The morphisms of d are the equivalence classes of proofs of S(.d) according 
to the equivalence relation described below, i.e. a morphism [AQB] :A+B of 
domain A and of codomain B is the equivalence class of the proof AQB with domain 
A and codomain B. 
(C) The law of composition is defined by [BrpC][A@B] = [AeBqC]. 
(D) The functor q(&):&u’-d is defined thus: 
v(.J~(A) =A, tl(d)(f:X- Y) = [Xfrl. 
(E) The equivalence relation= between proofs having same domain and same 
codomain is the smallest relation satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) = should be reflexive, symmetric and transitive (conditions 1,2,3). For 
instance, 
3. If AaBsAbB and AfiB=AyB, then A@B=AyB. 
(ii) =should satisfy the substitution laws for product, exponentiation and 
composition (conditions 4,5,6). For instance, 
6. If AaB=AyB and BBC=BK’, then AaBbC=AyBGC. 
(iii) To assure that d is a category and q(_“J) is a functor, 
7. BaAIA=BuA, 
8. AIAj3B=A/3B, 
9. XIX= XIxX, for each Ix :X+X E .zJ, 
10. XgafZ=XfYgZ for all morphisms f :X+ Y and g: Y+Z of d where o 
is the composition in LU’. 
(iv) To assure that d is pre-recursive, = should satisfy eight conditions (con- 
ditions 11, .. . , 18) derived from the equality between specific morphisms in 
such a category (conditions (vi), . . . , (x) in Definition 1.1 and condition (iv) in 
Definition 1.3). For instance, 
12. A(AaB, APC)(B)I\(C)pB= AaB. 
Theorem 2.2. If 6 is the free pre-recursive category generated by the empty cate- 
gory, every representable function in 6 is recursive. 
Proof. (I) First, let us give a Gddel numbering for the primitive symbols of f?(9), 
i.e. let us assign a prime number to each primitive symbol of g(9), 
TN/l> ( ) 
3 5 7 11 13 17 
(II) The following relations 
1151. 
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;9 23 OIBapqe*RO 29 31 37 41 43 47 53 59 61 67 
are primitive recursive. The details can be found in 
PT(x)-x is the Godel number of a primitive term. (x= 3 v x= 5). 
ST(x)=x is the Giidel number of a sequence of terms. (For instance, ST(x) if 
X=22r32N52(3T5)7”11(13N17) in decoding.) 
T(x)=x is the Gijhel number of a term. (For instance, T(x) if x= 
2’3335’7771 1 ‘313’17’7=2’3r5~“1 1’13’?7).) 
PM(x)=x is the Godel number of a primitive morphism, morphisms coming 
from condition (1) in the definition of proofs in p(G). 
SM(x)=x is the Godel number of a sequence of morphisms. (Conditions (l), (3), 
(4). (5) of the definition of proofs in a(@).) (For instance, SM(x) if x= 
22’3’5N32N3~5N5ZT3’5~~7~t IN, in decoding.) 
M(x)=x is the Godel number of a morphism. (For instance, M(x) if x= 
2333’55737115=2T305N7u1 lN.) 
xWy=x and y are the Giidel numbers of two morphisms satisfying one of the 
conditions 1,7,8, 11, .. . , 18 of the equivalence relation = . 
xVy=x and y are the Godel numbers of two morphisms such that xWu or satisfy- 
ing one of the conditions 4,5,6 of the equivalence relation. 
XSJJEXVJJ v y Vx (condition 2 of the equivalence relation). 
(III) In g(d), conditions 9 and 10 are empty. Then, condition 3 only is missing 
in the relation S. To take account of this condition, i.e. the transitivity, we use 
Kleene’s [8,9] ideas. We define a primitive recursive function Qs such that Q&, ) 
enumerates with repetition all the Godel numbers equivalent o t, according to the 
equivalence relation = . For this, we adapt Kleene’s [9] functions to fit in the present 
case. 
Let A be a binary relation and xA its characteristic function. All the following 
functions are primitive recursive in &, or primitive recursive. 
1. V)‘,&x)=~r[zIn+x A [[xAn/U=n] v [-(xAn)/Yz=x]]], 
2. WA(O,X) =x, VA@ + 1,x) = V&,X), 
3. &k, 2) = k! I(z), 
4. TACO, 2) = z, 
A(k+ 1,;): I 
TA(~ + 1, -d = “to Pr(n + 1) exp WA 
([ ’ 1 & , Rem(n, A@, z)) Gl T&C, z)) 
5. o(n,z)=pct[tIn A n< xf,,,J(i,z)]. 
6. v(n,z)= [C~$“1(i,z)J-n, 
7. a,(~, m) = v(m z) GI r,&(m, z), z), 
8. Q,(z, m) = d/@(z), m). 
where a exp b = ab, 
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As S is a primitive recursive relation, 32s is primitive recursive. 
(IV) Let us show that every representable function f: ,f k -r..b in 4 is recursive. 
If the morphism f of 6 represents f, then 
$(...(a~‘e,a”e),o~~e> ,..., rPf7)=6fl”~‘-‘~“w, V(cz I,..., uk)E_+k. (t) 
We define the following primitive recursive relations and functions: 
Z(x) is the Godel number of the morphism o”r3, 
Z-‘(x)=/Uz[nIx A x=Z(n)], 
Num(x) s (5%) [n 5 x A x = Z(n)], 
&T(~l,..., ak) is the Godel number of f< ... (aale, aa*e), . . . . >, dke). 
Then, 
f(a ,, . . . ,ak) =Z-‘[a&@ 19 . . -9 0,)s w[Num Qs(g(QI, . . . , ak)r V)])], 
v(t I,..., ak)‘&zI/k. 
(wQs(g(~l ,...,Clk).~Y[Numns(g(a~,.... ok), y)])] is the natural number n for 
which the Gijdel number of on0 is the smallest number t satisfying the following 
condition, the existence of such a number being ensured by the equation (t): z is a 
Godel number and z is equivalent o g(a,, .,. , ak), according to = .) 
Thus f is recursive. 
In the last theorem, we lost the ‘primitive recursiveness’ at the last line of the 
proof because we used an unbounded minimum. Can we use a bounded minimum to 
show that every representable function in 4 is primitive recursive or do we have the 
maximal result? 
Theorem 2.3. The following function a : _ b 2 +_ 1 is representable in 4: 
ar(O,n)=n+ 1, 
or(m+ l,O)=cr(m, l), 
or(m + 1, n + 1) = a(m, a(m + 1, n)), Vm E _,V, Vn E L C. 
Proof. If R’(B):(B>B)AB-+N>B is the morphism derived from R(B):N-+ 
(B>B)>(B>B), then R’(N)(q,aep): TA(N>N)-N>N induces a morphism 
T*(N~N)~(N~I’V) or T+A >A where A is N>N. Combining this last 
morphism with [aq(‘l;N)]*: T+A and with R(A):N-+(AIA)I(A~A), we get as 
morphism N*N>N or a morphism h : NA N -+ N and h represents 01. 
As Peter [14] showed that a is not primitive recursive, then: 
Corollary 2.4. The set of primitive recursive functions is strictly included in the set 
of representable functions in 4. 
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3. Calculable morphisms in 4 
Can we make precise the result “The set of representable functions in 6 is 
included in the set of recursive functions”? We will see that the first set is strictly 
included in the second one. But before showing this, we will see that every 
morphism T+N of 6 represents a natural number, i.e. has the form a”0, for a 
natural number n, and every morphism f : N” -N of 8 represents a function. 
Definition 3.1. A calculable morphism f :A+B in $ is defined inductively by the 
following conditions: 
IfA=T, 
(a) f : T+ T is calculable. 
(b) f: T+N is calculable if there exists a natural number n such that f = a”8. 
(c) f: T-CAD is calculable if p(C,D)f: T-C and q(C,D)f: T-D are cal- 
culable. 
(d) f : T+C>D is calculable if for every calculable morphism c: T-+C, the 
morphism e(C,D)(Z(C), fO(C)>c: T+D is calculable. 
If A # T, f :A+B is calculable if [fq(T,A)]*: T+A >B is calculable. 
Lemma 3.2. A morphism f : A+B of $ is calculable if and only iffor all calculable 
a: T-+A in I$, fa: T-B is calculable in $. 
Remark. What does the concept ‘calculable morphism in 6’ mean? 
(a) a:T-+N is calculable if and only if a has the form ~“0, i.e. it represents a 
natural number. 
(b) f : N-N is calculable if and only if f represents a function. 
(c) p: N> N+N> N is calculable if and only if p preserves the calculability, i.e. 
for every calculable morphism f : N+N, 
e(N,N)(Z(N),p[fq(T,N)]*O(N)):N*N is calculable. 
We can easily check the following results: 
Theorem 3.3. (a) The morphisms 0, a, Z(A), p(A, B), q(A, B) and e(A, E) in 6 are cal- 
culable, VA E 1$1, VBE [$I. 
(b) Zf f and g are two calculable morphisms, gf <f, g) andf * are calculable when 
they are defined. 
(c) The morphism r(A) : (((A 3 A) > (A 3 A))A(A > A))A A introduced in Lemma 
1.2 is calculable. 
(d) The morphism Z?(A) in 3 is calculable. 
Corollary 3.4. Every morphism of $ is calculable. 
Corollary 3.5. Every morphism f : T-+N of 6 has the form anO for n E yt; and every 
morphism f : N” +N represents a recursive function. 
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With this result and using the diagonalisation process, we can define a function 
such that the following holds: 
Theorem 3.6. There exists a recursive function which is not representable in 6. 
Proof. The idea is the following. We can enumerate the natural numbers x which 
are Gijdel numbers of morphisms of the form [Nflv]. If f,, is the function repre- 
sented by the morphism having the number n in the list, we can define a function 
K: JY + Jt’ by K(n) = f,,(n) + 1. This function is recursive. If K is representable by a 
morphism [NaN] of 4, its Godel number is in the list defined before and K has the 
form f, , for a natural number m. Then f, (m) = K(m) = f, (m) + 1 and 0 = 1 which is 
impossible. Thus K is not representable in 3. 
To define K, we use the following recursive relations and functions: 
N(x)=x is the Godel number of a morphism with domain N and codomain N, 
L.(n) is the nth number x for which we have N(x), 
J(n) is the smallest Giidel number of a morphism equivalent o f,pV where f, is 
the morphism having L.(n) as Godel number, 
Q(n) is the natural number for which aQ% is equivalent o f,a"O where f, is the 
morphism having L(n) as Godel number, 
K(n) = Q(n) + 1. 
Corollary 3.7. The set of representable functions in 4 is strictly included in the set 
of recursive functions. 
4. Pre-recursive categories with unicity 
In our definition of pre-recursive category, we omitted unicity in the Peano- 
Lawvere axiom. It was omitted because unicity cannot be expressed by a recursive 
relation between Godel numbers. But we introduce it now in the following way. 
Definition 4.1. A pre-recursive category with unicity is a pre-recursive category d 
satisfying the following condition: For every morphism g :A +A and every 
morphism h : N-+,4 of s!, if ho = gh, then h = e( h&l(N), e( [gq] *, R(A))). 
We have the following properties in pre-recursive categories with unicity. 
1. Every primitive recursive function is representable in every pre-recursive 
category with unicity. 
2. If we add the following condition in the definition of the equivalence relation 
= , introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1: 
19. If NoNcrA =Na@A, then 
NaA = N( NOTBNaul, N((N)A(A)qA &4)*B, NRC )(B)A(C)eB) (A)A(B)eA 
where B = (A) 3 (A) and C = (B) > (B), 
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we may construct the free pre-recursive category with unicity generated by a small 
category d, a pre-recursive functor with unicity being a pre-recursive functor. 
3. If Z is the unique pre-recursive functor from 4 in Ens, f2 the unique pre- 
recursive functor from 4 in $fl and Z,, the unique pre-recursive functor with unicity 
6p in Ens, then the diagram 
Ens 
commutes, ZJ$J =Z($), every morphism f : N”+N of $p represents a recursive 
function and every morphism f : T+N of $,, has the form a”‘19 for m E A: 
4. As in 6, every morphism of $fl is calculable. 
5. There exists a non-primitive recursive function which is representable in 6p. 
6. There exists a recursive function which is not representable in $,,. 
Before studying which set is Z(4) or Z,($fl), let us remark that $,, has morphisms 
representing the iterators of Grzegorczyk’s recursive objects [7]. 
Theorem 4.2. $p is closed under the following rule of inference: 
w 
a:T-rA f :N+A>A 
w(a, f) : N-+A 
satisfying the equations: 
w(a, f )@ = a, v/(4 f )a = e( w(4 f ), f > .
Proof. Let a: T-A and f :N+A >A. We have (&a): T+NAA and 
(ap(N,A),e(q,fp)):Nr\A-+N~A. Composing them with the appropriate 
morphism derived from R(NAA), we get g: N+NAA such that g0 = (r3, a) and 
go= (a~, e(q, fp))g by Lemma 1.2. Because pgO= c9 and pga = apg, therefore 
pg = I(N) by the unicity of the Peano-Lawvere axiom. 
Then qgO=a, qga=e(q, fp)g=e(qg, f) and qg:N+A is the wanted morphism. 
Corollary 4.3. The iterators X(A) : T+A > ((N> (A > A)) > (A 1 A)) of Grzegor- 
czyk’s recursive objects (71 are representable in $,, (see Definition 5.2(xii) below). 
Proof. LetC=NI(A>A),B=Cx(A>A), [[q]*]*:T+Band[[[gf]*]*]*:N+B>B 
where f is the canonical morphism from ((NA B)AC)AA to (AA(CA B))A(NAC) and 
g : (AA(CA B))A(NA C)+A is e(e(p, eq)p, eq). By Theorem 4.2, we get a morphism 
G(A):N-+(N>(A>A))>(A>A) such that G(A)B=[[q]*]* and G(A)o= 
e(G(A), [[[gf]*]*l*>. Let H(A): T-+A>((N>(A>A))>(N>A)) be the morphism 
derived from G(A), then H(A) represents the function X(A). 
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5. Grzegorczyk’s recursive objects of finite type 
Until now, we studied the set of representable functions in 6 or in $#. We saw that 
this set is strictly between the set of primitive recursive functions and the set of 
recursive functions. What is this set? In this last section, we see that the image of 4 
by C, the unique pre-recursive functor from 6 in Ens, is the set of Gregorczyk’s 
recursive functionals [7] of finite type with the addition of product types. 
Definition 5.1. The class Y of finite types (with products) is the smallest class 
satisfying the two following conditions: 
(a) T and J are finite types where T is a singleton in Ens. 
(b) If A and B are finite types, then so are AA B and A > B. 
Definition 5.2. The class 2 of recursive objects of finite type (with products) is the 
smallest class of functions satisfying the two following conditions: 
(a) The following functions belong to S?: 
(i) the zero function 0: T-4 
(ii) the function Y:T-+N>JL’such that e(n,Y)=n+l, t/n:T-*,V~Ens; 
(iii) VAEF, the function Y(A): T+A>A such that e(a,4) =a, Va:T-+ 
A E Ens; 
(iv) VA E F, VB E Y, the function ;Y(A, B) : T-A > (B > A) such that 
e(b,e(a,X)) =a, L’o: T-A, Vb: T+BEEns; 
(v) VA E F, VB E .Z VCE .F, the function J?(A,B,C): T+(A>B)> 
((CIA)I(CIB)) such that e(c,e(g,e(f, ii?)>>> =e(e(c,g),f), Yf: T-+.43& 
Vg: T-CIA, Vc: T+CEEns; 
(vi) VA E Z VB E .K VCE 3; the function @A, B, C) : T+(A 3 (B 3 C)) 3 
(B>(A>C)) such that e(a,e(b,e(f, ‘e>>>=e(b,e(a,f)), V’_:T-A>(B>C), 
Va: T-A, Vb: T+BEEns; 
(vii) VA E .Z VBE X, the function Q(A,B): T+(A >(A >B)) >(A >B) such that 
e(a,e(f,L))=e(a,e(a,f)), V’f:T*A>(A>B), V’a:T-ravens; 
(viii) VA E Z the unique function O(A) : T+A > T; 
(ix) VAE F, VBE Y, VCE F, the function B(A,B,C): T-+(A>B)>((A>C)> 
(Ax(BAC))) such that e(a,e(g,e(f,9)))=(e(a,f),e(u,g)), V’f:T-+A3& 
Vg: T-+A 3 C, Va: T+A E Ens; 
(x) VA E 3, VB E 7, VC E 3, the function &(A, B, C) : T-((AAB) 3 C) 3 
(A>(B>C)) such that e(b,e(a,e(f, 8))) =e((a,b),f), V’f: T-(AAB)>C, 
Vu: T+A, Vb: T-BEEns; 
(xi) VA E F, VB E Z VCE F, the function 9(A, B, C): T-(A 3 (B> C)) 3 
((AAB)>C) such that e((a,6),e(f,3)) =e(&e(a,f)), Vf: T-A>(B>C), 
Vu: T-A, Vb: T*BEEns; 
(xii) VA E .7, the function X(A) : T-A > ((N> (A > A)) 3 (N>A)) such that 
e(e(n, Y>,e(f,e(a,.f))) =e(e(n,e(f,e(a,~O))),e(n,f)) 
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and e(O,e(f,e(a,.X>)) =a, Vu: T-A, bf:T-+N3(A>A), b’n: T*NEEns. 
(b) If a:T+A E 2 and f: T+AIBE 2, then eta, f > : T-+BE 2?. 
Remarks. (I)(a) In this definition, some conditions in (a) are redundant. 
(b) Every function asked in the part (a) of the last definition is completely charac- 
terized by the equations which it must satisfy. 
(2) In these two definitions, we have added the product types and the type Tat 
Grzegorczyk’s definitions. 
(a) With the product types, we need the families of functions ?(A,& C), 
&(A, B, C) and &A, B, C) giving the relations between the product and the exponen- 
tiation of types. 
(b) Asking T as a type, we need the family of functions O(A): T+A > T to assure 
that AI T= Tand therefore TAA=A and T>A=A. Then the addition of Tat the 
class of finite type (with products) adds only T and sets isomorphic to types of the 
former class. 
Definition 5.3. The class Bet of recursive functionals of finite type (with products) 
is the class of functions f:A-+C for which [fq(T,A)]*: T-*A>C is in 8. 
Theorem 5.4. %.‘ec is closed under composition, product and exponentiation of 
functions. 
Proof. This follows from the existence of the families of functions S(A, B, C), 
flA,B, C) and b(A,B, C) and from the fact that e(a,f> : T+B is in $4 when 
a:T-+Aand f:T+A>Barein g. 
Theorem 5.5. B’ rZ,($J. 
Proof. W being the smallest class satisfying two conditions, we have only to check 
that ZJ$J satisfies these conditions. 
(a) It is easy to see that 3=L’,(1$M;1). 
(b) Z;($J being a Cartesian closed category, ZP($J satisfies the condition (b) of 
Definition 5.2. 
(c) C,(&,) satisfies the condition (a) because the image by ZP of each of the 
following morphisms or the appropriate morphisms derived from them satisfies the 
equations characterizing one of the functions enumerated in this condition: 
(i) 0: T-N; 
(ii) oq: TAN--N, 
(iii) q: TAA-+A; 
(iv) ~~:(TAA)AB-A; 
(v) e(ep,q):(CA(C3A))A(A3B)+B; 
(vi) ~(~,~~):BA(AA(A~(B~C))~C; 
(vii) e(p,e):AA(A>(AIB))+B; 
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(viii) p : TA A -)r 7; 
(ix) (ep,e<pp,q)):(AA(A 3B))NA >C)-BAC; 
(x) ~:(AAB)A((AAB)>C)+C, 
(Xi) e(p,eq):BA(AA(A>(B>C))~C; 
(xii) H(A) : T-A > ((IV> (A >A)) > (N3A)) of Corollary 4.3. 
Corollary 5.6. J?ec (; Z,($,). 
Proof. If f :A-+B is a function such that [fq(T,A)]* is in ZJ$$), then f = 
e(l(A), [fq(T,A)]V(A)) is in -?I,($,>. As B GZJ$J by the last theorem, therefore 
.&c G Z,($,). 
Theorem 5.7. Z,,($J E Sec. 
Proof. Because of Theorem 5.4, we have to check that the image by Efl of the equi- 
valence classes according to =,, of the proofs enumerated in part I(C)(l) of the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 are in %‘ec. 
We have T= l@rl and 
(i) [E,([AIA J)q(T,A)] * = 4(A) E g and ZJAIA]) E %‘ec; 
(ii) [ZJ[AOT])q(T,A)]*= B(A)E W and L’,([AOT])E h!ec; 
(iii) [.Z,([TBN])q(T, T)]*=e(O,Y(d; T)) E R and -Z’,([T&V])=OE Ret; 
(iv) [Z’J [Nc~Nj)q( T, N)] * = YE g and Zfl( [MN]) E 9ec; 
(v) Let I be e(X, -I>: T-+(AAB)IA. 1~ R and 1 is characterized by the equa- 
tion e((a,b),I)=a, Vu:T+A, Vb:T+BEEns. Since [pq]*:T+(Ar\B)>A also 
satisfies this equation, [pq]* = 1 and [pq]*E R. Then Z,([.~A BpA]) = p(A, B) E 9ec. 
In the same way, we see that 
(vi) h=e(e(X, Y),d,):T+(A/\B)>B is in R, is equal to [qq]* and then 
z;l( [A A BqB]) = q(A, B) E 9ec. 
(vii) h=e(e(X Y),~):T+(AA(A>B))>B is in 9?, is equal to [eq]* and then 
Z,([A A(A > B)eB]) = e(A, B) E Sec. 
(viii) The two following functions are in 9ec because of Theorem 5.4: 
I=e(q,e(qp,e(pp,RO))) :AA(N>(A >A)))AN+A 
and 
h=[[l((q,[[e(q,pp)l*l*qp,pp)l*l*:N~(A>A)>(A>A). 
As he= [[q]*]* and ha= [[&I)]*]*h, Z,([NR(A >A)>(A >A)])=~E Sec. 
Corollary 5.8. Z(6) =Z,($J = dec. 
Thus 4 or $p can be considered as the category of recursive functionals of finite 
type or as a categorical characterization of the class of these recursive functionals. 
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